7PM PM ROUTE CPE

2:15 CENTRAL POINT ELEMENTARY
2:32 DEPART
2:35 FOREST GLEN DR @ HEATHER LN
2:36 FOREST GLEN DR @ MARILEE AVE
2:37 FOREST BLEN DR @ 1000/1006 BLOCK
2:38 HAMPTON DR @ MAYFAIR PL
2:39 WHITE CHAPEL LN @ PITTVIEW AVE-
2:40 GLEN GROVE AVE @ WEDGEWOOD DR
2:41 GLEN GROVE AVE @ QUEENS GATE CT
2:41 115 GATE PARK DR
2:43 GATE PARK DR AT WEDGEWOD
2:44 BURSELL RD @ GREENLEAF LN
2:44 3580 BURSELL RD-TUESDAY/WED PM ONLY
2:45 3405 BURSELL RD-TURNS INTO HOPKINS RD